Points of Concordance, Points of Discordance: A Qualitative Examination of Telemedicine Implementation
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Introduction: Health systems undertook a rapid transition to increase the use of telemedicine in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. A continued need for telemedicine services in the coming years is likely. This article examines telemedicine from multiple stakeholders’ perspectives considering reach, effectiveness, adoption, implementation, and maintenance (RE-AIM) outcomes.

Methods: Semistructured interviews were conducted with primary care practice team members and patients. Rapid qualitative analysis was used to identify themes in experiences and perceptions related to telemedicine implementation. The RE-AIM implementation framework was applied to thematic findings to understand influences on implementation outcomes.

Results: Twenty-four practice members and 17 patients across 5 clinics participated. All stakeholder groups reported that technological capabilities influenced patients’ access to telemedicine and that certain patients and reasons for visits were not appropriate for telemedicine. All groups felt that telemedicine was a good option for some patients some of the time but not all patients all of the time.

Discussion: Telemedicine works well if it is used for the appropriate visits and patient types and with needed technological elements. Older age may limit the feasibility of telehealth for some patients. Added administrative work and associated costs support systematic screening to determine visit appropriateness for telemedicine. (J Am Board Fam Med 2022;35:517–526.)
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COVID-19. Learning more about telemedicine implementation could be valuable for improving primary care delivery. Certain types of visits, such as managing mental health concerns or visits that do not necessitate a physical examination, may be more amenable to telemedicine than others. Findings on patient satisfaction and quality of care for telemedicine compared with in-person visits are inconsistent: while some studies have found that patients can be equally or more satisfied with telemedicine, others have found that patients may rate certain aspects of telemedicine care as being of lower quality than in-person care. Further, clinicians may find telemedicine to be a less effective tool for managing certain patient concerns and understandably may be hesitant to deliver clinical care without a physical examination or lab testing. In contrast, systematic reviews have found that the quality of telemedicine care can equal that of in-person visits for certain types of care, including mental health, dermatology, and rehabilitation. Despite promising findings on quality of care and satisfaction, disparities in telemedicine use among patients remain. Younger adults tend to be more likely to use telemedicine than older adults. Black and Hispanic patients are less likely to use telemedicine in comparison to White and Asian patients, and Spanish-speaking patients are less likely than English-speaking patients to have a telemedicine visit. There is lower use of telemedicine in rural areas and in lower income communities, and technological barriers such as a poor Internet signal can still hinder the virtual connection between clinicians and patients.

As a continued need for telemedicine services is likely, there is a need to understand the factors that facilitate or hinder implementation of effective telemedicine care. RE-AIM (reach, effectiveness, adoption, implementation, and maintenance) is an implementation framework that can offer insight as to the factors that influence the outcomes (or domains) of intervention reach and effectiveness to patients, and the adoption, implementation, and maintenance of interventions by providers and settings to affect those patient outcomes. It is the most widely used implementation science framework in the field and offers unique insight by breaking apart aspects of implementation that can be challenges. We share the results of an analysis that examines RE-AIM by the perspective of different stakeholders such that we can identify places where there are similarities (concordance) and differences (discordance). The purpose of this article is to enhance understanding about how telemedicine can be most effectively implemented in primary care by examining it from the viewpoints of key stakeholders through the lens of factors affecting RE-AIM outcomes.

Methods
Setting
This study was reviewed and approved as exempt by the Colorado Multiple Institutional Review Board. The study involved 5 family medicine clinics within 30 miles of Denver, CO, that are part of a large academic health system. The cities across this region differ in size and demographics, resulting in greater variation in the sample than using 1 clinic in 1 city. Table 1 describes the practices. Clinic 1 is a training site and thus has more clinicians and behavioral health clinicians than other participating sites.

Participant Recruitment and Description
We created groups of 4 types of study participants to gather multiple perspectives on telemedicine implementation. Three of the participant types, clinicians (MD, DO, NP, PA), clinical staff (medical assistants, nurses, and care managers), and administrative staff (reception and practice management), worked within the family medicine practices. These practice members were recruited for individual semistructured interviews through each site’s medical director, who nominated 5 potential interviewees from the practice including at least 1 person from each participant type with relevant experience conducting or supporting virtual care. In this health system, telemedicine or virtual care consists of computer-based visits using both audio and video, or telephone visits using audio only if video visits were not feasible.

The fourth type of participants were patients with and without experience taking part in a telemedicine visit. We included patients to gather their perspectives regarding the experience itself or why they did not participate in virtual care. Patients from each of the 5 clinics were purposefully selected based on telemedicine visit or offered and declined. During a 2-month window, patients were approached by the practice virtual visit champion following an existing visit and invited to participate.
in the study. In addition, patients participating in a patient advisory committee were invited to participate by practice facilitators. Refusals were not tracked, but the number of declines was low.

**Data Collection**

Data collection consisted of individual one-on-one interviews conducted by videoconference or phone. A trained qualitative researcher (TH, JH, LC) conducted the interviews with each participant using semistructured interview guides: one for practice member interviews and one for patient interviews. Interview guides were developed by the study team’s qualitative researchers and reviewed and edited by the team’s clinician researchers. Interviewers debriefed after each conducting 2 interviews within each stakeholder group to discuss experiences with the interview guide and make any needed revisions or additions to the interview guide. The practice member guide sought to gain insight on participants’ background characteristics and RE-AIM domains and included questions on the practice member’s background, including work role and responsibilities before and during COVID-19, comparisons between providing or supporting in-person care compared with telemedicine, offering telemedicine from the clinic compared with from home, factors that facilitated the transition to telemedicine, circumstances under which telemedicine did not work well, practice members’ teamwork, characteristics of patients who participated in telemedicine or did not, potential concerns about patient care outcomes, concerns about the transition back to in-person care, and outstanding needs to facilitate future telemedicine services. The patient interview guide included questions about patients’ history with the practice and use of the care team such as behavioral health or care managers, how telemedicine services were offered, why they considered a telemedicine visit or did not, key steps in the virtual visit, elements that worked well or needed improvement, willingness to use telemedicine in the future, and comments about their ability to relate to the clinician and the quality of the visit. Each interview was audio recorded and no incentive was provided. Interviews were conducted until it became clear through an iterative process that reasonable saturation had occurred and key concepts had emerged and were captured for respective groups.

Using rapid analysis methods, the researchers took extensive typed notes (almost verbatim) during the interview. Immediately after the interview, the researcher completed a structured summary template. The template for the practice member interviews had the following key groupings: background information on participant, telemedicine experience, patient issues, transition to telemedicine, and transition to in-person care. The patient interviews had background information on participant, telemedicine experience (or lack thereof), and in-person care. Both templates also included (1) key points from the interview overall and (2) interviewer’s impressions. The researcher reviewed the summary with the recording when any gaps were evident in memory. The recordings were not transcribed but kept for future reference. Interviews ranged from 30 to 60 minutes but were generally 40 to 45 minutes.

**Data Analysis**

We used rapid qualitative analysis. This is an emerging but rigorous qualitative analytic method used for semistructured work when information is already known about the subject (rather than being totally exploratory) and the clinical team would...
benefit from receiving results faster than the long time frame of typical qualitative work.\textsuperscript{20–22} It is especially useful for implementation research, such as this study.

For the practice member interviews, each of the interview summaries was gathered into a matrix (ie, table) that provided space for each practice to be a row and key summary groupings in a column. Thus, each cell represented summary information on key topical areas for each practice. There were a total of 25 cells (5 rows of practices with 5 cells per practice). Within each cell, the role type (clinician, administrative staff, or clinical staff or combinations of these roles) was noted for where the information originated. Although the summaries for each practice were a means of identifying key factors, the intent was to analyze overall across practices by role. Both researchers working on this portion of the study (JH, TH) completed their own matrix and then combined the 2 versions together through discussion by eliminating areas of duplication and then discussing areas of unique contributions until a final matrix was created. Then the researchers created a second matrix that considered results by role across practices to develop the key themes for this portion of the work.

For the patient interviews, a similar process ensued; however, the results were not divided by practice and instead by patients experiencing telemedicine or not participating in telemedicine. In this case, only 1 researcher (LC) conducted all the interviews and the summaries, and a different researcher (TH) created the matrix.

The next step of the analysis was to consider the implementation framework, RE-AIM. This process generally followed a joint display table analysis as described in Guetterman et al.\textsuperscript{53} We created a table (Table 2) to organize the thematic responses by RE-AIM domain and role type including patients. The final column summarized the analysis of the themes across the role types for that RE-AIM domain. The researchers (TH, JH) individually and then collectively created their own completed table using this format and then through ongoing discussion reconciled and summarized the cell thematic information and the extent to which there was concordance/discordance. To confirm the correct categorization of responses in RE-AIM domains, the table was discussed with Dr. Russell Glasgow, RE-AIM developer,\textsuperscript{18,19,24} until the appropriate classification was determined. In addition, 1 coauthor (JH) has experience using RE-AIM for analysis of qualitative data.\textsuperscript{25}

The final step in the analysis was descriptive. A key theme that emerged across all the groups was that telemedicine works when it is the right “fit” including the right patient, right clinician, right support resources, and right type of visit. Thus, the researchers examined the responses across participant types and organized the themes around these “right fit” descriptions. Then they described the summary information narratively and cross-checked it with selected practice members (ie, member checking) and with coinvestigators.

## Results

### Study Participants

There were a total of 41 participants across the 5 clinics. Table 1 provides a description of the practices. Participants included 6 clinicians, 11 administrative staff, 7 clinical staff, and 17 patients. Of the patients, 14 received care through telemedicine between March and September 2020, and 3 were offered but did not. Participants had telemedicine visits for primary complaints such as skin lesion, ankle sprain, pain, gastrointestinal issues, mental health, medication management, fluid buildup following a previous heart issue, and vertigo. Of the 14 telemedicine participants, 6 had also experienced an in-person visit during this time period between the onset of COVID-19 restrictions and data collection. Participants with telemedicine experience included 9 women and 5 men ranging in age from mid-30s to mid-80s. The 3 patients without a telemedicine visit were male and older than 60.

### Telehealth as an Implementation Process

Table 2 outlines stakeholder views across the RE-AIM domains. Overall, there were similarities across groups regarding who was reached by telemedicine (reach), whether it was effective, and what it took to adopt and implement it well. All stakeholder groups reported that technological capabilities influenced the extent to which patients had access to telemedicine visits (reach), because some patients did not have adequate Internet service, video capabilities, or capability to use the technology required for telemedicine as it was deployed in this health system. Clinic members described how this led to administrative staff spending a great deal of time working with patients to troubleshoot...
Table 2. Factors by RE-AIM Dimension That Affected Telemedicine Use and Usefulness: Concordance and Discordance by Participant Role

Reach: Number, Proportion, and Representativeness of Patient’s Participating in Telemedicine

Concordance/discordance:
- Technology: All groups reported about technology accessible for most patients, but for some patients not at all; patients noted little challenges with technology contrary to clinician/staff perceptions (likely a sampling issue).
- Convenience: Some groups mentioned this while others did not.
- Safety: Safety as a motivator was predominantly mentioned by the patients and not practice groups.
- Mindset: Clinicians, staff, and patients acknowledged similar limitations in mindset/willingness to engage in virtual care.
- Missed opportunities: Patients and clinicians both recognize not all patients are appropriate for telemedicine.
- Summary: Overall patients and clinicians had more comments about reach aspects than other stakeholders.

Effectiveness: The Ability of Telemedicine to Impact on Patient Outcomes and Quality of Care

Concordance/discordance:
- Communication: Across groups, the relational aspect was not as effective at times with telemedicine as compared to in person, feels different.
- Visit appropriateness: Patients and practice members alike noted the importance of the health concern and the appropriateness for telemedicine. For the right visit type, telemedicine was deemed as equivalent to in person.
- Quality: Patients noted that telemedicine and in-person visits were of similar quality level more so than practice member groups.
- Visit appropriateness: Most similar across groups on visits requiring physical exam being inappropriate for telemedicine.
- Summary: Many similarities across groups. Lack of comments from administrative staff about effectiveness specifically.

Adoption: Number, Proportion, and Representativeness of Settings and Clinicians and Staff Willing to Initiate Telemedicine

Concordance/discordance:
- Clinician wellness: Patients and clinicians noted this issue while other groups did not.
- Workflow, equipment, home environment, and training: Noted by all practice groups but not patients; varied by the individual’s situation; more variation across and within groups about how equipment, home environment, previous training affected adoption and how well telemedicine functioned.
- Summary: Overall less commentary on adoption from patients, although some recognized how it may affect clinicians.

Implementation: Different Stakeholders’ Use of Telemedicine and Implementation Strategies; Fidelity, Consistency, and Time Investment of Telemedicine Delivery in the Practice

Concordance/discordance:
- Workflow: Patients and different team members saw the implementation process from different perspectives, though both patients and clinic members suggested that previsit steps to ensure the visit type was appropriate and optimized for telemedicine (e.g. length of visit) would benefit the process; clinicians, clinical staff, and administrative staff noted difficulty completing paperwork and accessing needed resources when working remotely.
- Communication: All types of practice members noted difficulties with remote communication across team members; clinicians, clinical staff, and administrative staff noted communication challenges across different locations (clinic, remote).
- Technology: All practice members worked on improving technology issues for patients. Some system improvements needed from multiple perspectives.
- Visit appropriateness: Both clinicians and patients had understanding of appropriateness of different complaints and patient characteristics for telemedicine.
- Summary: Many issues affected quality implementation; an area rich with discussion about how to make telemedicine work effectively across all groups.

Maintenance: Sustainment and Institutionalization of Telemedicine beyond an Initial Implementation Period

Concordance/discordance:
- Future willingness and needs: Agreement by some groups that telemedicine is a benefit to offer to patients; administrators and clinicians recognize the need for continued payment and approval for use.
- Convenience, reduction of burden, and safety: Across stakeholders, desire for some mix of in-person and telemedicine to manage distancing, aid with convenience/burnout.
- Workflow: Clinical and administrative staff report that changes to workflow needed to manage patients in physical (i.e. clinic) space and schedule telemedicine versus in person, prep for visits.
- Summary: Attention focused on how this will work in the future, and what issues will be important to have telemedicine continue past the pandemic.
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technological challenges, particularly in the early stage of telemedicine use. When video aspects of virtual visits did not function due to limitations of technology used, telemedicine visits were converted to telephone using voice only, limiting the quality of communication during virtual visits but expanding the reach. Some clinicians perceived that older patients or those who were less tech-savvy in general had more difficulty with telemedicine or were less likely in general to try it, though older patients interviewed noted few such challenges. Patients highlighted safety as a motivator to take part in telemedicine, while other groups did not emphasize this. Overall, patients and clinicians had more comments about aspects of reach than other stakeholders.

There was agreement between patients, clinicians, and clinical staff that certain visits, particularly those that required a physical examination, were not appropriate for telemedicine (effectiveness). Similarly, patients, clinicians, and staff recognized that not all patients are appropriate for telemedicine—some lack required technology access or knowledge, or cognitive abilities that limit effective communication about physical symptoms; some simply prefer not to participate in virtual health care. Patients and clinical staff highlighted how limited nonverbal communication over video or phone affected visit effectiveness. Further, patients hypothesized that some clinicians’ communication and listening skills may be less amenable to telemedicine, though none experienced this during the virtual visits discussed for this study. However, neither clinicians nor administrative staff highlighted communication as an influence on the effectiveness of telemedicine. Patients noted that telemedicine and in-person visits were of similar quality level more so than did practice member groups.

Clinicians and staff noted difficulty with remote communication or management across team members, with some struggles with team members’ responsiveness (implementation). In contrast, fewer clinicians noted differences in the process and experience of providing telemedicine in comparison to in-person care than did clinical and administrative staff. Both patients and clinic members suggested that previsit steps to ensure the visit type was appropriate and optimized for telemedicine (eg, length of visit) would benefit the process. All participant groups shared similar comments about their hope for continued availability of telemedicine moving forward past COVID-19 (maintenance) when the right conditions were in place (see “right fit” section below), with administrators and clinicians recognizing the need for continued payment and approval for use by insurers and regulators. Patients had less to comment on regarding clinician and team adoption of telemedicine but did note areas that might influence adoption. For instance, patients recognized that practice teams might be especially willing to adopt telemedicine when the workforce was busy with a heavy workload. They suggested that telemedicine might help with efficiency during these times.

In summary, patients and clinicians shared similar feedback on the telemedicine experience, speaking from both sides of the visit experience. Patients were concerned about the quality of communication with clinicians, and clinicians worried about providing a quality visit for the patient. The staff members, either administrative or clinical, had more logistic and practical issues with the determination of how it worked from home and if needed resources were available. All groups felt that telemedicine was a good option for some patients, some of the time.

“Right Fit” Themes
Throughout analysis, it emerged that telemedicine works when the right set of conditions are in place. We chose to call this the “right fit” situation. If any one of these conditions was not met, the telemedicine visit would not happen or not happen well, affecting effectiveness and implementation especially. Table 3 lists different factors that are associated with this right fit situation. Three main factors rose to the top: technology, mindset, and health issue. Some minimum technological capabilities were needed by both patients and clinics, such as equipment and Internet bandwidth, though some visits were converted to telephone with audio only if one or more of these elements were missing. Mindset consisted of knowledge of how to do a telemedicine visit and comfort with doing so. Practice teams needed appropriate training and preparation to deliver telemedicine, and patients had to be willing to engage in it, particularly when visits that were originally scheduled to be in person were converted to telemedicine out of precaution for COVID-19. The health condition addressed in the visit had to be appropriate to be conducted without a physical examination, or at least with a modified physical examination through video examination and questioning the patient.
Discussion

Telemedicine is likely to work well if it is used for the appropriate visits and patient types and with needed technologies. By exploring telemedicine using the RE-AIM implementation science framework, we illustrated that telemedicine is perceived as a valuable service when applied to the right clinical situation and by a prepared care team. For instance, previous studies indicate that several chronic conditions are at least sometimes amenable to telemedicine in primary care. Studies further suggest that between one third and three quarters of primary care visits could be delivered by telemedicine.7,26 Our findings reinforce those of other studies, but this study is unique in that it adds detail from multiple perspectives, including patients, and how they compare with one another. This approach exposes implementation challenges that are not evident in other studies. For example, previous studies indicate that clinicians and staff must be motivated and interested in telemedicine for implementation to be successful.27 Our study adds that implementation also hinges to some extent on a patient’s motivation or mindset—some patients are simply not open to participating in virtual care, and this must be considered in the wider implementation of telemedicine and delineation of which types of visits are most appropriate to hold virtually. This preference is separate from the ability to use technology for virtual care. Flexibility to offer in-person visits regardless of visit type should be maintained when it is safe to do so.

Practice members and patients both had concerns about optimizing telemedicine visits and hope for the option of telemedicine or in-person visits in the future. Patients, clinicians, and clinic staff were supportive of having telemedicine as an option in the future, after COVID-19 precautions have passed. Our findings are consistent with evidence that physicians feel telemedicine can improve access to care as a result of its convenience, and our study adds similar input on this topic from multiple stakeholders, including patients, while also exposing areas that, if not addressed, could lessen the adoption or effectiveness of telemedicine.28 At the same time, we found that patients understand the limitations of telemedicine, such as when its use is not appropriate or feasible. This supports attention to identified areas of improvement for its continued use, such as adequate previsit planning and further distinguishing which visit types are best for telemedicine. It also shows that patients recognize the benefit of telemedicine not only to themselves but potentially to the wellbeing of clinicians through reduced stress.

There were some inconsistencies between practice members’ and patients’ perceptions of telemedicine reach, effectiveness, and adoption. However, most differences were found within groups rather than across groups. An example within groups was that some clinicians and staff were able to implement telemedicine effectively from home while some were not. An example from across groups was that with the exception of communication with clinicians, patients reported telemedicine being of similar quality to in-person visits more than did practice members.

Consistent with the perceptions of practice members but not patients in this study, most evidence indicates that older patients use telemedicine, particularly video options, less often than other age groups.12,16,17,29,30 Further, primary care clinicians

---

Table 3. Factors Associated with the “Right Fit” for Use of Telemedicine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>“Must Have” Condition</th>
<th>Flexibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>System capacity to do video or phone visits; equipment to conduct the visit; adequate technological supplies, Internet access and bandwidth</td>
<td>Must have some minimum system on both sides (patient and provider/staff)</td>
<td>Some visits had to be converted to phone with voice only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindset</td>
<td>Knowledge, comfort, and willingness with doing a telemedicine visit (exclusive of technology issues)</td>
<td>All must be willing to engage</td>
<td>Some patients or clinicians not satisfied with a visit lacking video capabilities, physical exam, sufficient quality of clinician–patient communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health issue</td>
<td>The health condition to be addressed</td>
<td>Ability to do what is needed for the visit (ie, physical exam, discussion, labs, and so forth)</td>
<td>Some assessments can be modified and some tests not required to maintain a high-quality visit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
have concerns about the ability of some patients to effectively participate in telemedicine, due to lack of needed technology or related capabilities.\textsuperscript{28} This, in addition to patients’ thoughts that telemedicine is less appropriate or feasible for those with limited dexterity or cognitive abilities, supports efforts to systematically develop strategies for older adults to participate as technology advances.\textsuperscript{31} Older adults are more likely than other groups of patients to experience these limitations, and research is needed to prevent exacerbating the digital divide.\textsuperscript{31} To address this, some have even called for insurance providers to cover Internet-enabled tablets to support access and help address the growing digital divide.\textsuperscript{32} However, uniquely, we found evidence of patients who were older who did enjoy and use telemedicine without technical challenges.

Building on the need to better understand how team members can support clinicians in a model combining telemedicine and in-person care delivery,\textsuperscript{26} we found that clinical and administrative staff are crucial to ensuring that telemedicine visits run smoothly. Clinic members emphasized the extra administrative work and coordination required to set up virtual visits, particularly early in the pandemic, which may be because telemedicine requires more telephone calls and e-mail messages with the patient to arrange care and answer questions. This has financial implications for practices because much of this work outside of patient visits is not covered by reimbursement,\textsuperscript{33} highlighting the need for more efficient processes that ensure visits are appropriate and optimized for telemedicine. Much like how staff prepare for patient visits by cleaning and stocking examination rooms, collecting medical and social history from patients, and conducting screenings before the clinician enters the examination room, staff troubleshoot technical issues with patients, checked patients in, ensured needed forms were completed, and walked patients through the telemedicine process before these visits. To support staff engagement in virtual care, it may help to frame these tasks as analogous to those completed before and during in-person visits, rather than viewing it as extra work.

Limitations

These results were gathered from numerous clinics, but they were all only primary care and within 1 health system that prioritized video-based telemedicine encounters over other telemedicine modalities. Thus, our findings may not represent other geographic regions, other practices, or other telemedicine modalities. We have presented how we believe the themes we identified in this article resonate with the findings of others; however, differences are likely to still exist. As with all qualitative methods, the sampling is purposeful rather than representative and not meant to stand for a large sample size. We intended to meaningfully describe the key issues and how they were experienced by the participants, thus adding to the richness of understanding regarding this evolving topic. This study included limited representation from patients who had not experienced a telemedicine visit or were resistant to participating in telemedicine, which may have skewed findings to include more positive perceptions of telemedicine than would be found in the general population. In addition, since patients were recruited by the practice members, they have been biased toward being more positive about telemedicine, even though we did not find that to be the case. Clinicians, staff, and administrators were also purposefully identified by medical directors, which may have resulted in bias as interviewees may have been selected for reasons that are unclear. We caution that the methods used only point us to what we might consider a potential set of circumstances that may be important for telemedicine implementation. Further work will be needed to test out these findings.

Recommendations

Consistent with previous research, we found that certain types of visits, patients, and other conditions are more amenable to telemedicine than others, though further research is needed to identify more specifically what combination of factors is needed for optimal implementation. A specific suggestion for the future might include development of a tool to assess the “right fit” dimensions at the point of scheduling. Another suggestion is that, given how patients voiced concerns regarding communication gaps yet clinicians did not express that concern, training about this new way of conducting a visit could improve the patient experience.

To see this article online, please go to: http://jabfm.org/content/35/3/517.full.
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